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Abstra t
In 1996, SGI introdu ed the Origin2000, an innovative and powerful omputer ar hite ture
whi h enables shared memory appli ations to run on a very large number of nodes. Based
on NUMA, today up to 512 CPUs an operate on a global address spa e. After the merger
with Cray Resear h In ., SGI had a lot of experien e with CRAY T3E, also introdu ed in
1996. The T3E has been one of the very su essful examples where a MPP ar hite ture
is used to eÆ iently solve many problems in the s ienti te hni al market. Even today,
roughly half of the 50 fastest omputer systems are still CRAY T3E ma hines (Top500 list
from November 1999).
Within SGI, the next generation of super omputers Origin3000 ( ode name SN-1) has been
announ ed. This ma hine looks very mu h like an Origin2000. Nevertheless, it is promised
that this ma hine also has quite some features from CRAY T3E. At TU Dresden, we have
a strong interest in the SN-1, and we were able to run some odes on this new ma hine; up
to 32 nodes in Mountain View at the end of May 2000. Besides kernel and ommuni ation
tests, we also looked deeply into the run time behavior of real appli ations from ve of our
end users.
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Introdu tion

In 1998, after the
600/900 [13℄,

ommer ial merger, we studied the SGI Origin2000 and the CRAY T3E

on luding with

ertain wishes related to the produ t merger result. SGI, now

alone again, just now has announ ed the Origin3000.
dis ussed with respe t to our visions of the past.

Hen e, this new ma hine is to be

Dresden University of Te hnology (TU

Dresden) will get an Origin3000 in August 2000 with 64 400 MHz MIPS R12k pro essors and
32 GBytes of memory.
The Origin3000 is a

onsequent su

essor of the Origin2000. As promised, Origin2000 bina-

ries run on the Origin3000 without re ompiling them and of ourse with better performan e.
The most important points inherited from the T3E are a lot of software and the understanding that a super omputer operating system

annot only be a standard Unix with graphi al

enhan ements. IRIX 6.5, as the ommon operating system for both generations, has made important steps to ontrol the ompli ated situation of large shared memory appli ation servers.
In most

ases, Miser guarantees the high-priority exe ution of produ tion jobs against inter-

a tive loads under UNIX-like resour e management. Nevertheless, both IRIX and Miser still
have to be further improved to ensure that the
plan of a tion under all ir umstan es.

1

urrent job s heduling system

an enfor e its
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SN-1 MIPS Ar hite ture Overview

The Origin3000 belongs to the family of multipro essor distributed shared memory omputer
systems. Its MIPS variant will have up to 512 a he- oherently working MIPS pro essors
in a global address spa e. Four pro essors, with 8 MBytes of se ond-level a he ea h, are
onne ted to a so- alled Bedro k ASIC. This Bedro k ASIC works as a rossbar between the
two CPU pairs, the lo ally mounted memory, the router entry/exit ports and a full-duplex
I/O port. All the des ribed omponents have their pla e in a 19 in h unit, this is the C-Bri k.
Four C-Bri ks an be onne ted to an 8 port router, a 19 in h R-Bri k, so that 4 router ports
remain available to build up an extended hyper ube topology. There are also a lot of other
bri k types for power supply, disks, and other I/O.
The MIPS R12k pro essors are similar to their prede essors, the R10k pro essors. The R12k
pro essors run at 400 MHz. They are able to exe ute two oating-point operations per y le.
Ea h pro essor has a 32 KBytes two-way set asso iative primary data a he and a 32 KBytes
two-way set asso iative instru tion a he. As in the Origin2000, a dire tory-based proto ol is
applied for a he oheren y, using extra memory hardware whi h is not a essible to the user.
If one puts all the rates, throughputs and bandwidth data from [15℄ and [16℄ together, the
following result is obtained. All three have been doubled inside a C-Bri k. Additionally, the
se ond-level a he apa ity has now been in reased from 4 MBytes, in our Origin2000, to 8
MBytes. The only ompromise that has been made is with respe t to the C-Bri k-R-Bri k
bandwidth. This bandwidth has been left at the same level, i.e. at 400 MBytes/s per CPU
and dire tion. It is diÆ ult to guess whether this ompromise disturbs a given appli ation,
sin e a speed redu tion is only visible when every CPU tries to a ess remote memory at the
same time. At least the program kernel from [4℄ an show some performan e di eren e on
e.g. 8 pro essor Origin3000 systems with either 2 CPUs per C-Bri k, or with 4 CPUs per
C-Bri k, respe tively.
To provide real-time information, there are also separate wires in the Origin3000, as in the
T3E. The method to a ess real-time is the same as for the Origin2000. The basi idea is to
map a 64 bit ounter into the user's address spa e via mmap(). During the measurements
in Mountain View in May, a real-time timer monotoni ity problem o urred o asionally.
Dete ted with the help of VAMPIR [6℄, it was found that exa tly one CPU pair sometimes
had a time o set, with a ouple of millise onds di eren e. The problem stemmed from the
PROM ode and was xed immediately. At the same time, one of our old wishes had been
ful lled, the timer resolution had been in reased from 800 ns to 50 ns [9℄.
3
3.1

Performan e Studies on SN-1 MIPS
PE Performan e

For the per-PE performan e, matrix multipli ation behavior was studied. The results of the
SN-1 are based on IRIX64 6.5.8m with F90 7.3.1.1m and C 7.3.1.1m. All the ompilers were
invoked with -O3, whereat the SGI ompilers were under ontrol of abi=n32, isa=mips4 and
pro =r12k. IEEE-754 Double-Pre ision was used as the oating-point format. Figures 1 and
2 show the results of the T3E-600, and the are exa tly the same as in [13℄. Figure 3, whi h is
Fortran on the Origin2000, shows 30 per ent higher values than the ones we measured two
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c[i][j]+=a[i][k]*b[k][j] / MFLOPS

c(j,i)=c(j,i)+a(k,i)*b(j,k) / MFLOPS

years ago [13℄. For ve of six index variants, the SN-1 Fortran ase rea hed 90 per ent of
the peak performan e, i.e. more than 700 MFLOPS. The appropriate results for C, gure 6,
ould only be obtained with a page size of 4 MBytes, avoiding ex essive TLB miss rates.
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Figure 3: Fortran- oded matrix multipli ation
on 195 MHz Origin2000

Figure 4: C- oded matrix multipli ation on 195
MHz Origin2000
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Figure 2: C- oded matrix multipli ation on
T3E-600 with streams o
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Figure 1: Fortran- oded matrix multipli ation
on T3E-600 with streams o
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Figure 5: Fortran- oded matrix multipli ation
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Figure 6: C- oded matrix multipli ation on 400

on 400 MHz SN-1

3.2

200

MHz SN-1

MPI Performan e

The SN-1 MPI point-to-point ommuni ation measurements are based on IRIX64 6.5.8m with
MPI 3.2.0.7 (MPT 1.4) under abi=64, isa=mips4 and pro =r12k. For short messages, the
Origin2000 results look better than two years ago [13℄. The appropriate SN-1 performan e
is higher than double of the Origin2000 performan e, gures 7{10. Furthermore, the ode
of some olle tive operations was optimized, in the sense that one opy operation is avoided
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when the bu ers are symmetri ally allo ated. Appli ation programmers should take this into
a ount.
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Performan e of Real Appli ations

To study the run time behavior of real appli ations, some new software had to be applied.
Firstly, the TU Dresden libtra e.a , whi h is only for resear h purposes, developed the apability to re ord hardware performan e ounter values using PCL [1℄. The latter library, libp l.a ,
had been developed by Rudolf Berrendorf from Fors hungszentrum Jueli h GmbH, Germany.
Se ondly, to visualize appropriate results, a new prototype of VAMPIR [2℄, whi h also handles
tra es ontaining ounter values, was used.
Espe ially on SGI systems, we have the situation that the reading of a hardware ounter
value set needs to exe ute an io tl() sys- all. On a 195 MHz Origin2000, one su h io tl()
all takes 20 s. On SN-1, half of this value was observed. Hen e, to keep the measurement
overhead low, one has to be very areful while instrumenting the appli ations. With respe t
to our examples, this overhead is less than one per ent. Furthermore, all the odes have been
ompiled with -TARG:madd=OFF to ensure that multiply and add are both ounted separately.
Our rst user program is MBCP. This is a MPI ode whi h integrates multiple integrals given
by polymer physi s. If the inner integrand is suÆ iently ompli ated, the parallel eÆ ien y
4

of the newly developed algorithm [3℄ is not too small and
range of CPU numbers. Most of the

an be held

ommuni ation time is spend in

onstant over a wide

MPI Sendre v repla e() .

Figures 11 and 12 show traditional VAMPIR time lines for 32 pro esses. On SN-1, this
ran 2.1 times faster than on Origin2000.

Figure 11: MBCP with 32 CPUs on 195 MHz Origin2000

Figure 12: MBCP with 32 CPUs on 400 MHz SN-1
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ode

The se ond example whi h is presented here is FMC, by the rst author. FMC is a parallel
ode under development, to study solutions of nonlinearly onstrained nonlinear optimization
problems, with at least pie e-wise ontinuously di erentiable fun tions. Controlled by a master, ea h pro ess sequentially yields sundry solutions, applying algorithms whi h have their
roots in [5℄, [8℄ and [11℄. To improve performan e, all the riti al loops had been moved into
so- alled home-brew {BLASs to be optimized a ording to [12℄. Figures 13{15 show appropriate results. On Origin3000, the sustained oating-point instru tion rate equals 200 MFLOPS,
and it is less than half this value on the Origin2000 and the T3E-1200. In gure 15, the peaks
of 390 MFLOPS ome from the level-3 type loop exa tly des ribed in [12℄.

Figure 13:

4 FMC major iterations on 195 MHz Origin2000

Figure 14:

Figure 15:

4 FMC major iterations on T3E-1200

4 FMC major iterations on 400 MHz SN-1
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The third ode, SMP, has been taken from sto hasti dynami optimization [10℄. After
initialization, the solver iteratively onverges towards a x-point. Figures 16 and 17 show
the time lines of one pro ess with 3 major iterations. The dominating MPI subroutine is
MPI ALLGATHERV(). Carefully expressed, one an say that the ommuni ation speed does
not s ale in the same way as the CPU speed. Involving all the 32 pro esses, gures 18 and
19 give the same pi ture. Zooming into the omputational part, e.g. gures 20 and 21, the
SN-1 is 5 times faster than the Origin2000, but the relatively slow MPI ALLGATHERV()
downgrades the SN-1 overall performan e gain to a fa tor of 3. Further investigations should
follow to he k whether this e e t omes from the un hanged C-Bri k-R-Bri k bandwidth,
ompared with the Origin2000, or from the hanged topology. It should be denoted that a
48 pro essor Origin2000 an run a 32 pro ess job in quite a balan ed manner, while the 64
pro essor SN-1 only represents a half ube. Furthermore, the Mountain View test ma hine
was an in omplete 64 pro essor system with slightly more than 32 CPUs.

Figure 16:

3 SMP major iterations on 195 MHz Origin2000, one of 32 pro esses

Figure 17:

3 SMP major iterations on 400 MHz SN-1, one of 32 pro esses
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Figure 18:

3 SMP major iterations on 195 MHz Origin2000, all 32 pro esses

Figure 19:

3 SMP major iterations on 400 MHz SN-1, all 32 pro esses
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Figure 20:

3 SMP minor iterations on 195 MHz Origin2000, one of 32 pro esses

Figure 21:

3 SMP minor iterations on 400 MHz SN-1, one of 32 pro esses

Two further user odes [7℄[14℄ ran on SN-1 with more than double the speed of the Origin2000.

4

Con lusion

As promised, with the SN-1 SGI has given the user ommunity a good new system. As usual,
it took some time to develop this ma hine, and there was quite a delay in the rst delivery of
su h systems. Nevertheless, a lot of software improvements have made the Origin3000 into a
well-balan ed distributed shared memory omputer system. Our performan e measurements
show good values. In the future, the peak performan e will ertainly be too low, even so the
sustained performan e is surprisingly good. On the other hand, we look forward to IA64 and
its peak/sustained values.
In 1996, the Origin2000, with its NUMA ar hite ture, was a very modern system. Simply
be ause this ar hite ture now fun tions well, it has not lost any a tuality and attra tiveness.
Perhaps, we will begin to see some more ar hite tures of this type oming into the market
soon.
Finally, we should keep in mind: Software will remain the hallenge for the future.
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